
The deal lifts a wide range of sanctions
on the country. If the economy starts
developing as fast as expected, cash is

bound to be poured into improving the
tourism bedrocks: hotels, restaurants, trans-
port, sports and adventure facilities. At long
last, Iran’s airline industry will be able to
replace its ancient planes, making the coun-
try’s huge span easier and safer to cover by
air.  Hopes are high that warmer diplomatic
relations will translate to easier visa process-
es (not a minute too soon) and in future,

even hitting the famous bazaars with an
international bank card won’t be out of the
question.

In other words, there’s about to be a brand
new tourism heavyweight on the block. Iran
has a huge amount to offer travelers, with
highlights including ancient ruins, fabulously
tiled palaces and  dizzying mountain scenery,
not to mention the famous hospitality  - chat-
ting over tea with people who are delighted
at the prospect of welcoming a surge of visi-
tors will undoubtedly be one of the most

memorable experiences of a trip. Plan your
journey around these top destinations.

Esfahan
Esfahan’s tree-lined boulevards, Persian

gardens and iconic Islamic buildings deliver
the city’s reputation as a living museum of
traditional culture. Many of the top sights are
in the sprawling Naqsh-e Jahan, one of the
world’s largest public squares. It holds the
Masjed-e Shah, a mosque covered in vibrant,
blue-tiled mosaics and an absolute master-

piece of Safavid-era architecture.  The Kakh-e
Ali Qapu is also here, a six-storey palace with
plenty to explore including an elevated ter-
race, throne room featuring original decora-
tion, and a top-floor music room with stucco
walls. Get a sense of the glories of the former
capital of Persia by slowly crossing the his-
toric bridges of the Zayandeh River at sunset
- there’s a wonderful social scene along the
riverbanks, especially on Fridays, when fami-
lies boat, stroll and picnic in this scenic set-
ting.

Huge change is afoot in Iran.  The historic nuclear deal between Iran and six world powers
means fresh dynamics in the Middle East, a change in the world’s perception of Iranians,
wild speculation about oil prices...all this and more. But what we really want to know is -
will the country become more travel-friendly? The answer is almost certainly, yes.
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